FALL 2021 SEMESTER ABROAD
College Programs

Asia

• Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)
  Students take courses taught in English from a variety of career fields.

• Hitotsubashi University, Japan (Four semesters of Japanese required)
  Students can take courses in English or Japanese.

• Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies, Japan (Two semesters of Japanese required)
  Students enroll in a Japanese language course in addition to coursework taught in English.

• National University of Singapore (NUS)
  Highly ranked global research university with over 30,000 undergraduate students.

• Yonsei University, South Korea
  Students can take courses in English or Korean from a wide variety of disciplines.

Europe

• Reid Hall, Paris, France (French 202 required)
  Students take specially developed courses taught exclusively for the program as well as enroll in courses at local institutions in Paris.

• Penn Semester in Lyon, France (French 202 required)
  This unique program allows students to take courses at Lyon 2 and Sciences Po Lyon with a cohort of Penn students.

• Bocconi University, Italy (Italian 110 or 112 required)
  Located in Milan; considered one of Europe's top Business and Economics institutions. Open to Economics or Mathematical Economics majors only.

• Bologna Consortial Studies Program (BCSP) (Italian 140 or 202 required)
  Students will choose a combination of BCSP Italian language courses and content courses, and direct-enroll University of Bologna courses.

• Berlin Consortium for German Studies (BCGS)
  In addition to the courses offered by BCGS, students can enroll in courses at the Freie Universiaet of Berlin.

• CIEE Lisbon, Portugal (Two semesters of Portuguese or four semesters of Spanish required)
  Students can enroll in a variety of courses in both English and Portuguese.

• CASA Sevilla, Spain (Spanish 219 or 223 required)
  Students enroll in two CASA Center courses plus three direct enroll courses at the University of Seville.

• CASA Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
  Students have access to individualized academic advising.
**United Kingdom**

- Queen Mary University, London  
  Students in the UK have ranked QMUL as the top university for student experience.

- London School of Economics (academic year program only)  
  Students in the General Course may take any of the 300+ courses offered, if pre-requisites are met.

- SOAS, London  
  Combines language study and disciplinary expertise and hosts one of only five national research libraries in the UK.

- University of Edinburgh, Scotland  
  Edinburgh is a vibrant, student city with great access to nature, history, and city life.

**Academic Information**

- College students are encouraged to take a combination of major courses and electives abroad. Foundations and Sectors are not commonly fulfilled abroad.

- Students meet with a home school academic advisor for study abroad to provide study abroad approval.
  - Email the appropriate home school academic advisor for study abroad to receive further instruction on scheduling an appointment.
  - Wharton and SEAS students studying on a College-only program will seek study abroad approval from their home school.

- On [XCAT](#), Penn's External Credit Approval Tool, students search for pre-approved classes (“precedents”) for a particular host university or submit a new syllabus for approval.

**Home School Academic Advisors for Study Abroad**

- France | Hocine Fetni: [hfetni@sas.upenn.edu](mailto:hfetni@sas.upenn.edu)
- Ireland & Scotland | Wally Pansing: [pansing@sas.upenn.edu](mailto:pansing@sas.upenn.edu)
- Asia & England | Srilata Gangulee: [gangulee@sas.upenn.edu](mailto:gangulee@sas.upenn.edu)
- Germany | Neil McDowell: [nm@sas.upenn.edu](mailto:nm@sas.upenn.edu)
- Italy | Rebecca Poyourow: [poyourow@sas.upenn.edu](mailto:poyourow@sas.upenn.edu)
- Portugal | Tanya Jung: [jungt@sas.upenn.edu](mailto:jungt@sas.upenn.edu)
- Spain | Jason Breyan: [jbreyan@sas.upenn.edu](mailto:jbreyan@sas.upenn.edu)